Boosting our
eCommerce UX

Prénatal is an Italian company specializing in childcare
products and children’s fashion. With more than 60
years’ experience in the sector, this company serves as
an example of continuous learning – striving day after
day to offer more comprehensive products and services
to suit the needs of its customers.
With almost 300 shops across six countries, Prénatal
has achieved a strong position on the market. The
company has carved a niche for itself in the online
market thanks to its social media strategy. Meanwhile,
within the context of a global boom in digitalization, its
eCommerce site has played a key role, with its internal
Site Search significantly driving improvements to both
its UX and conversion rate.

DATA SHEET
Sector: Childcare, children’s and maternity fashion
Platform: WooCommerce
Search layer: Classic Layout
With Doofinder since: november 2019

“We needed a smart search engine for our online store, and so we
decided to look for a Plug & Play partner; we found Doofinder, and it was
the best solution”.
- Davide Rampinelli (eCommerce Manager)

In 2019, Prénatal launched its eCommerce on WooCommerce, a platform that
works to offer features that make managing an eCommerce business as efficient
as possible.
However, the platform’s default Site Search did not meet expectations. The results
were not entirely relevant, and the loading speed failed to offer the best user
experience.
As a result, the company turned to Doofinder’s services, not just to solve this
need, but to create an environment that invites users to discover and interact with
the products on offer.

• Custom Results
• Boosting Rules
• Banners
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Functionality
wheel

The site’s UX was considerably
improved thanks to
the following features.

Prénatal highlight
three essentials for
its eCommerce site:

• Image Search
• AI
• Visual Search
• Categories
• Synonyms
• Redirections
• Real-time statistics

3 UX and conversion

boosters.

Categorie

Boosting Rules

Redirections

(A powerful tool for control)
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“Our UX has improved thanks to the
simplicity with which information can
be viewed and the incorporation of
search filters, making it easier to
compare products and facilitating the
purchase process as a whole.”
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• Prioritize the results you want your
customers to see first.
• Offers greater flexibility and
personalization for searches.

(Preventing lost sales)
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- Davide Rampinelli (eCommerce Manager)

Important Fact
It is estimated that internal searches influence up to 70% of
eCommerce sales, which is why offering an exceptional
search experience is vital

• Guides your customers towards
your interests: i.e. your site’s
product pages and content
(e.g. returns).
• A fundamental tool to avoid the
dreaded ‘Sorry, no results found’.

Growing with Doofinder

Thanks to the improvement of the UX.

24%

Significant increases to post-search
conversion rates, reaching around 24%

50%

Increased interaction from users
making searches, with a CTR of 50%

74%

74% of searches come from mobile
devices, where Site Search is even
more important.
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Thank you
I want to try Doofinder
in my online store.

marketing@doofinder.com
+44 20 45 25 44 93
+1 929 203 50 25

